IMPORTANT!
SAFETY WARNINGS BELOW
Read all instructions thoroughly before assembling and using the weather cover.
Keep for future use.
For instructions please refer to our website.
www.ergobaby.com
For customer service call 888-416-4888

WARNING – Suffocation Hazard
Follow instructions for use. Children can suffocate if used improperly or without adult supervision. Wearer must be sure that baby’s airway is clear and that baby is breathing normally at all times. Refer to the ERGOBaby carrier instructions for further warnings regarding the use of the ERGOBaby carrier.

Washing instructions
Water resistant weather cover - Hand wipe clean with cold water, mild detergent
Winter weather cover - Machine wash, cold water, gentle cycle, do not bleach, do not iron, do not tumble dry

Warranty
The Ergo Baby Carrier, Inc. warrants our products against defects in materials and workmanship. We stand behind all of our products, and will either repair or replace, free of charge during the first twelve (12) months after purchase, any ERGOBaby product that is defective. Proof of purchase is necessary and products must be returned for warranty service. Should you have a warranty claim please contact ERGOBaby Customer Service at customerservice@ergobaby.com or 888-416-4888

TIP: Practice attaching weather cover(s) to carrier WITHOUT baby to become familiar with procedure.

To attach the weather cover(s) to the ERGOBaby carrier while it is off:
Lay the weather cover on a flat surface with the inside facing UP (fig. A). The water resistant weather cover will have its blue interior facing up; the winter weather cover will have its cranberry interior facing up. Lay the ERGOBaby carrier on top of it, with the lining facing UP. Be sure both hoods (the weather cover hood and the ERGOBaby carrier hood) are at the top. Fold the waist belt of the carrier (fig. B) over so the fabric loop is accessible.
Open the waist belt velcro tab at the bottom center of the weather cover, slide it through the fabric waist band on the carrier’s waist belt (fig. B), and fasten the velcro to close.
Thread the side panel with 3 snaps over the carrier’s nylon strap (fig. C #1) [located under the arm of carrier (fig. C #2)], and fasten the 3 snaps to the 3 matching snaps on the body of the weather cover, located above the side elastic adjusters (fig. C #3).

Repeat on other side. Fasten weather cover to the padded shoulder straps by looping the weather cover side panel tabs (fig. D #1) around the padded shoulder strap and attach to the metal snap at the base of the weather cover hood (fig. D #1).

Put carrier and attached weather cover on by fastening carrier’s waist belt. Position baby in ERGObaby carrier following the instructions in the baby carrier instructional booklet; place shoulder straps into position on your shoulders, and close chest strap.

Tuck baby’s feet into the bottom corners of the weather cover (fig. E #1) and tighten side elastic adjusters on both sides (fig. E #2) to customize fit for baby. This creates a cozy pouch for baby’s feet.

For larger babies, secure weather cover by snapping its hood straps (found at the base of the weather cover’s hood) onto the ERGObaby carrier’s padded shoulder straps.

To attach the weather cover(s) to the ERGObaby carrier while the baby is in the carrier (front position only):

With the interior of the weather cover facing the baby, open the waist belt velcro tab (fig. B) at the bottom center of the weather cover, slide it down through the fabric waist band on the ERGObaby carrier’s waist belt (fig. B), and fasten velcro to close. Pull the weather cover into position over your baby and the carrier.

NOTE: NEVER unbuckle the carrier’s shoulder straps while baby is in the carrier! Tuck baby’s feet into the bottom corners of the weather cover (fig. E #1) and tighten side elastic adjusters on both sides to customize fit for baby. Fasten weather cover to the padded shoulder straps by looping the weather cover side panel tabs (fig. C #1) around the padded shoulder strap and attach to the metal snap at the base of the weather cover’s hood (fig. F #1). Repeat on other side.

To attach the winter weather cover to the water resistant weather cover:
Place the water resistant weather cover on a flat surface, interior facing up. Lay the winter weather cover on top of it, with the interior facing up. Connect the row of 3 snaps on the top edge of the water resistant weather cover’s hood to the matching 3 snaps on the top edge of the winter weather cover’s hood. (fig. G #1)

Connect the row of 3 snaps on the outside edge of the side panel of the water resistant weather cover to the matching 3 snaps on the outside edge of the side panel of the winter weather cover. (fig. G #4) Connect the row of 3 snaps on the bottom edge of the water resistant weather cover to the matching 3 snaps on the bottom edge of the winter weather cover. (fig. G #2) Fasten single snap on side panel tab of each weather cover to join tabs (fig. G #3). Attach weather covers to carrier by looping velcro tab on bottom of water resistant weather cover through the fabric loop on the waist belt, and fasten velcro to close, as seen in fig. B.

Water resistant front pouch – available with water resistant weather cover only

When the water resistant front pouch with water resistant weather cover is attached to the waist belt of the ERGObaby carrier, you can easily protect baby from wet weather without removing the carrier!
**Instructions for use:**

To attach the front pouch to carrier, simply loop the waist belt velcro tab of the front pouch through the fabric waist band on the ERGObaby carrier’s waist belt (fig. B), and fasten velcro closure. To remove the weather cover from the front pouch, unzip the pouch and pull on weather cover. You can keep the weather cover’s velcro tab attached to the inside of the front pouch for convenience, and attach the front pouch to the waist belt of the carrier.

To attach the water resistant weather cover to the front pouch, keep the weather cover with the interior facing UP and the hood at the top. Open the waist belt velcro tab at the bottom of the weather cover (fig. H), slide it through the fabric loop on the inside, back wall of the front pouch and fasten the velcro closure. To store the weather cover in the front pouch, simply fold the sides of the weather cover into the center (fig. I) and, starting from the top, roll the weather cover all the way down (fig. J) into the front pouch (fig. K) and close zipper.